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ABSTRACT: The intrinsic challenge of large molecules to cross the cell membrane
and reach intracellular targets is a major obstacle for the development of new medicines.
We report how rotation along a single C−C bond, between atropisomers of a drug in
clinical trials, improves cell uptake and therapeutic efficacy. The atropisomers of
redaporfin (a fluorinated sulfonamide bacteriochlorin photosensitizer of 1135 Da) are
separable and display orders of magnitude differences in photodynamic efficacy that are
directly related to their differential cellular uptake. We show that redaporfin atropisomer
uptake is passive and only marginally affected by ATP depletion, plasma proteins, or
formulation in micelles. The α4 atropisomer, where meso-phenyl sulfonamide
substituents are on the same side of the tetrapyrrole macrocycle, exhibits the highest cellular uptake and phototoxicity. This is
the most amphipathic atropisomer with a conformation that optimizes hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) with polar head groups of
membrane phospholipids. Consequently, α4 binds to the phospholipids on the surface of the membrane, flips into the membrane to
adopt the orientation of a surfactant, and eventually diffuses to the interior of the cell (bind-flip mechanism). We observed increased
α4 internalization by cells of the tumor microenvironment in vivo and correlated this to the response of photodynamic therapy when
tumor illumination was performed 24 h after α4 administration. These results show that properly orientated aryl sulfonamide groups
can be incorporated into drug design as efficient cell-penetrating motifs in vivo and reveal the unexpected biological consequences of
atropisomerism.

■ INTRODUCTION
The outer membrane of mammalian cells severely restricts the
uptake of large molecules (>1000 Da) by passive diffusion.
This is a major barrier in drug development and has motivated
the development of membrane-anchoring moieties to enhance
membrane interaction1 as well as cell-penetrating motifs to
unlock macromolecule cytosolic delivery.2−8 It is reasonably
established that such motifs must be amphipathic in order to
disrupt the interface between the bilayer membrane core and
the extracellular aqueous phase.4,9 Additionally, they should
reduce the energy penalty of transition from this aqueous
phase to a lipophilic membrane.10,11 A good example of a cell-
penetrating motif is the guanidinium group anchored to an
aromatic hydrophobic scaffold. This may form bidentate bonds
with sulfates and carboxylates of the cell surface and promote
cell internalization.2,9,12 Interestingly, the higher phototoxicity
of photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy (PDT) of cancer
bearing guanidinium groups was deemed to be a result of
higher cell uptake.13 Although many advances in macro-
molecule cell uptake have been achieved, useful structure−
function relationships are still lacking, and macromolecule
delivery to any and all cells in the body remains a major unmet
need.

Atropisomers are separable conformers with hindered
rotation along a single bond, which becomes a source of
axial chirality when asymmetric substitution about the bond is
present. Distinctively, conversion between stereoisomers at
high temperatures occurs by rotation of a single bond, rather
than by bond-breaking−bond-forming processes. Conformers
are regarded as atropisomers when their interconversion at
room temperature occurs with a half-life >1000 s, which
usually corresponds to a barrier height for rotation >20 kcal
mol−1.14−19 Atropisomerism, although frequently disregarded,
is a useful method to introduce structural diversity in drug
design and increase target selectivity. Examples of atropisomers
are pervasive in kinase inhibitors where ∼80% of FDA-
approved kinase inhibitors contain at least one rapidly
interconverting axis of atropisomerism.18 Differential activities
(potency and selectivity) were recently reported for
atropisomers of pyrrolopyrimidine-based kinase inhibitors,
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where one form binds to the desired molecular target, while
the other causes off-target effects by interfering with other
kinases.20 Current knowledge tends to limit the scope of
differential atropisomer activity to distinct interactions of the
separable conformers with their targets. It would not be
expected that loose interactions of atropisomers with cell
membranes would lead to differential activity. Nevertheless, we
show here for the first time that atropisomers of a
photosensitizer in phase I/II clinical trials for head and neck
cancer (NCT02070432),21 named redaporfin (Figure 1), have
dramatically different pharmacological performances and relate
such differences to cell uptake.
PDT employs a photosensitizer molecule, light of a specific

wavelength absorbed by the photosensitizer, and molecular
oxygen to induce a therapeutic effect. The photosensitizer acts
like a pro-drug because it is activated by light. The
electronically excited photosensitizer transfers its excess energy
to molecular oxygen to generate singlet oxygen or is involved
in electron transfer processes which generate additional
reactive oxygen species (ROS).22−25 The local oxidative stress
caused by ROS triggers cell death in the field of illumination,
as well as systemic anti-tumor immune responses, which
contribute to long-term control of cancer.26 The most
frequently used photosensitizers are porphyrin derivatives,
including chlorins and bacteriochlorins.27,28 The availability of
robust synthetic methods to prepare large quantities of meso-
arylporphyrin derivatives29,30 has promoted the synthesis of a
variety of photosensitizers with macrocycle-aryl bonds which
exhibit atropisomerism. Large substituents in phenyl ortho
positions hinder rotation around the macrocycle-aryl bond,
and the asymmetry of the substitution generates atro-
pisomers.31 The structures of these tetrapyrrole photo-
sensitizers were originally referred to as “picket-fence”. The
biological relevance of these “picket-fence” systems has been
typically reserved as model complexes for dioxygen binding to
heme.32

Atropisomers of meso-arylporphyrin derivatives investigated
as PDT photosensitizers have been isolated and character-
ized.33−37 Isomers with similar photophysical properties are
expected to give similar ROS quantum yields because neither
energy nor electron transfer reactions require close contact
with oxygen.38 Hence, conventional wisdom is that individual
photosensitizer isomers should display similar behavior as
isomer mixtures. This was observed with benzoporphyrin
derivative monoacid ring A (named verteporfin), which has

two regioisomers with similar phototoxicity.39 Both isomers are
present in Visudyne for the PDT of age-related macular
degeneration. Increased photoactivity of a specific atropisomer
has only been reported for a more polar atropisomer with
higher propensity for differential monomeric solubilization in
aqueous solutions33 and for structural isomers with large
differences in polarity (or in the logarithm of the n-
octanol:water partition coefficient, LogPOW) which cause
differences of cellular uptake.40,41

Redaporfin is a photostable bacteriochlorin photosensitizer
with simple synthesis, intense absorption at 749 nm, and high
ROS yield,23,42−44 which has exhibited high cure rates in
different mouse models of cancer (e.g., CT26, B16-F10, S91,
and LLC cancer cells), including abscopal inhibition of
metastasis outside of the field of illumination.44−49 A fluorine
substituent in an ortho position of a phenyl group is not
sufficient to hinder phenyl-macrocycle bond rotation to yield
separable atropisomers at room temperature,50 but we show
here that fluorine substituents in both ortho positions of
redaporfin phenyl groups and their sulfonamide groups lead to
atropisomers with configurational stability of years at room
temperature. We separated four atropisomers�αβαβ, α2β2,
α3β, and α4�which differ by the spatial orientation of the
sulfonamide groups with respect to the macrocycle (Figure
1B).51 Although the chemical properties of the atropisomers
are remarkably similar, their biological activities differ by
orders of magnitude. We show that the PDT efficacies of
atropisomers are related to their ability to diffuse across the cell
membrane. This reveals unsuspected consequences of
atropisomerism in cell uptake. The spatial orientation of
polar substituents has profound consequences in cellular
uptake and opens new perspectives for cytosolic delivery of
large molecules.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Redaporfin Atropisomers Are Separable and Stable

at Room Temperature. Redaporfin (and related chlorin and
porphyrin derivatives)43 atropisomers were initially separated
by semi-preparative HPLC at room temperature.51 This time-
consuming process was advantageously replaced by reversed-
phase (RP) flash chromatography. Rapid and efficient
separation of the redaporfin atropisomers was possible using
a RP silica gel C18 column with an increasing gradient of
acetonitrile in water (60−90% MeCN) at T = 23 °C for 90
min. This was followed by acetonitrile evaporation under

Figure 1. Redaporfin is a mixture of four atropisomers. (A) Redaporfin (i.e., 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2,6-difluoro-3-N-methylsulfamoylphenyl)-
bacteriochlorin), molecular weight 1135 Da. (B) Atropisomers: αβαβ�two sulfonamides are on each side of the plane but in alternate positions;
α2β2�two sulfonamides on each side of the plane and adjacent to each other; α3β�three sulfonamides on the same side of the plane and one on
the opposite side; α4�all sulfonamides on the same side of the macrocycle plane.
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vacuum (maintaining pressure at 220 mbar and T < 40 °C)
and water removal by lyophilization. Each fraction was
evaluated for atropisomeric purity by RP-HPLC and 1H
NMR (Figures 2A and S1). The retention times of the
atropisomers of redaporfin and the corresponding precursor
porphyrins (named P11) were similar (Figures 2A and S2).
Fractions of atropisomeric purity (∼90%), confirmed by RP-
HPLC, were used for photochemical, photophysical, and
biological evaluations. The RP-HPLC of redaporfin indicates
that the α4 atropisomer accounts for the lowest proportion of
the mixture (∼13%) followed by αβαβ (∼14%), α2β2 (∼24%),
and α3β (∼49%), which is consistent with their expected
statistical abundance, 1:1:2:4.32 Redaporfin is the statistical
mixture of atropisomers.
It is important to emphasize that the order of RP-HPLC

retention times in Figure 2A is the same as the order of Rf
(retention factor) values of atropisomers separated by silica gel
thin-layer chromatography and in silica gel columns using ethyl
acetate: dichloromethane (20:1 v/v followed by 3:2 v/v) as the
eluent.51 The assignment in Figure 2A does not follow the
conventional expectation that α4, with all dipole moments of
polar groups pointing to the same side of the macrocycle,
should be the most polar atropisomer. Typically, the more
polar atropisomer should have the highest retention time in
silica gel chromatography and the lowest retention time in RP-
HPLC. It was, therefore, unexpected that α4 was observed to
have the highest chromatographic retention time regardless of
the choice of stationary phase. The order of atropisomer
elution was the same as that of the silica gel (ethyl
acetate:dichloromethane as the eluent) or a RP silica gel,
hydrophobic octadecylsilane (C18) column (acetonitrile:water
as the eluent). The retention factors of drugs in a C18 column,
with acetonitrile:water used as a mobile phase, generally
correlates with lipophilicity and LogPOW.

52 α4 shows a greater
affinity for hydrophobic C18 in the stationary phase than for
the polar eluent. Thus, the higher retention factor of α4 in RP-
HPLC suggests that it is the most lipophilic atropisomer,
whereas its higher retention in normal phase silica gel column
chromatography can be attributed to stronger hydrogen

bonding of its four sulfonamide groups with silanol (SiOH)
groups on the surface of silica. Together, these results
demonstrate the strong amphipathic character of α4.
Crystals were grown from the fractions assigned to α2β2 and

α4 P11 atropisomers, and their molecular structures
determined by X-ray diffraction studies. Modeling of
diffraction data unambiguously confirmed structure assign-
ment, with the identified atropisomer as the sole component of
each structure (Figures 2B and S3−S6, Table S1). Hydrogen
bonding of the sulfonamide moiety is the most prominent of
intermolecular interactions in each case. The α2β2 P11
atropisomer interacts with the DMSO solvate through the
N−H protons on the sulfonamide group (2.825(7) Å N···O)
and with sulfonamide groups of adjacent molecules (3.036(16)
Å N···O). One of these sulfonamide groups exhibits minor
conformational disorder (Figure S3C). In the α2β2 atro-
pisomer, the porphyrin core adopts a primarily planar modality
with localized H-atoms. Consistent with the α2β2 atropisomer-
ism, inversion symmetry exists at the center of the molecule;
aryl rings are inclined at 76° and 64° to the mean plane of the
porphyrin (Figures 2B and S3A−D), as expected for ortho-
substituted 5,10,15,20-tetraarylporphyrins. In contrast, the α4
P11 atropisomer (α4-1·4MeCN) does not interact strongly
with the included solvate; H-bonding networks of porphyrins
define channels of 17% of the crystal volume, which are filled
with disordered MeCN (Figures 2B and S4).53 Individual α4
P11 atropisomers are linked together by N−H···O bonding
(2.984(13) and 3.020(12) Å N···O) between proximal
sulfonamide groups, thus forming a three-dimensional hydro-
gen-bonded lattice (Figures S3E−G and S4). Overlay of these
structures with the CuTPP reference compound (Figures S5−
6) reveals isotropic expansion of the porphyrin core relative to
the reference, expected for free base porphyrins.54 The α4
structure shows out-of-plane deformation, primarily of the
saddle type and similar in magnitude to the most distorted
heme B subunits in protein structures.55 The NSD values for
both atropisomers are shown in Figures S5C and S6C.
In view of the nonintuitive retention factors of silica gel and

RP-HPLC, we evaluated the relative “polarity” of the

Figure 2. Separation and X-ray crystal structures of redaporfin atropisomers. (A) Representative RP-HPLC chromatogram of redaporfin where the
individual atropisomers were detected by absorption at 743 nm. (B) View of the molecular structure in the crystal of α2β2 and α4 atropisomers of
P11, where the α2β2 and the α4 atropisomers were obtained from α2β2·2Me2SO and α4·4MeCN, respectively (ellipsoids are shown at the 50%
probability level, and H-atoms are represented as spheres of fixed radius).
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atropisomers dissolving the P11 atropisomer mixture in
dichloromethane, combined with an equal volume of hexane.
The solvent mixture is less polar than the initial solvent
(dichloromethane) and a fraction of P11 precipitates (fraction
X). The fraction remaining in the solvent mixture was
recovered by solvent evaporation (fraction Y). RP-HPLC of
P11, fraction X, and fraction Y reveals that the content of α4 is
higher in fraction Y than in fraction X. This means that α4 is
more soluble in the less polar solvent mixture and may be
regarded as the most lipophilic atropisomer (Figure S7 and
Table S4), although it is also the atropisomer that binds more

strongly to silica gel, thereby further indicating an amphipathic
character.
The rates of interconversion of the atropisomers were

studied at 140 °C in dimethylformamide starting with 99% of
the α3β atropisomer (Table S5).51 The content of α3β was
reduced from 99% at t = 0 to 60% in 5 min, 58% in 10 min,
and 52% in 20 min. At t = 20 min, all atropisomers nearly
recovered their proportions in the statistical mixture. Applying
relaxation kinetics, this corresponds to a relaxation time ∼4
min at 140 °C. A similar experiment at 85 °C gave a relaxation
time ∼1000 min, which leads to a barrier height for bond

Table 1. Photophysical and Photochemical Properties of Redaporfin Atropisomers

sample λmax,
a nm εmax,

a mM−1 cm−1 τT,a ns ΦPD,
b /10−6 ΦΔ

a ΦF
a LogPOW

redaporfin43 743 140 216 10 0.43 0.138 1.9
αβαβ 743 126 257 15 0.39 0.182 2.6
α2β2 743 137 296 15 0.35 0.201 2.6
α3β 743 137 268 12 0.50 0.206 3.3
α4 743 122 266 9 0.49 0.171 2.9

aIn ethanol. bIn methanol:PBS, 3:2.51

Figure 3. Phototoxicities of redaporfin atropisomers and of P11 atropisomers upon illumination at 740 nm (0.2 J/cm2) or 410 nm (0.0125 or 0.05
J/cm2), respectively, after 24 h of incubation. (A−C) U-2 OS, 4T1, and CT26 cells treated with redaporfin atropisomers. (D) U-2 OS cells treated
with P11 atropisomers and 0.0125 J/cm2. (E−F) 4T1 and CT26 cells treated with P11 atropisomers and 0.05 J/cm2. Dose−response curves
indicate the mean ± SEM of 2−3 independent experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated using two-way ANOVA vs the α4 atropisomer, * p
< 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.
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rotation ∼29 kcal mol−1. The conversion between redaporfin
atropisomers at room temperature is remarkably slow.
Redaporfin and P11 Atropisomers Have Similar

Photophysical and Photochemical Properties. Redapor-
fin and its related atropisomers have very similar absorption
spectra (Figure S8). Their infrared absorption maxima (λmax)
and corresponding molar absorption coefficients (εmax) are
presented in Table 1. The triplet decays are monoexponential
with atropisomer triplet lifetimes (τT) in the 250−300 ns range
in aerated solutions. Photodecomposition studies, evaluated

through photobleaching experiments involving irradiation of
the bacteriochlorins in methanol:PBS (3:2), indicate that α4
(photodecomposition quantum yield ΦPD = 9 × 10−6) is
slightly more photostable than the other atropisomers. Singlet
oxygen emissions followed monoexponential decays and their
intensities relative to a reference allowed for the determination
of singlet oxygen quantum yields (ΦΔ). The ΦΔ values
obtained for the α3β and α4 atropisomers are higher than for
the other atropisomers. The fluorescence quantum yields (ΦF)
of all atropisomers are reasonably similar. The differences in

Figure 4. Cell uptake of redaporfin and P11 atropisomers at different incubation times. (A) Fluorescence from U-2 OS cells incubated with
redaporfin atropisomers (red) for 24 h, followed by nucleus staining with DAPI (blue); scale bar = 10 μm. (B−D) Cellular internalization of
redaporfin atropisomers evaluated by flow cytometry at the indicated time points in U-2 OS, 4T1, and CT26 cells. (E−G) Cellular internalization
of P11 atropisomers evaluated by flow cytometry at the indicated time points in U-2 OS, 4T1, and CT26 cells; bars indicate the mean ± SEM of
2−3 independent experiments; the fluorescence signal from treated cells was normalized to the untreated cells; the statistical significance was
evaluated using two-way ANOVA vs the α4 atropisomer, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.
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photophysical/photochemical properties of the atropisomers
are small and tend to compensate each other. For example,
while α4 is slightly more photostable and its ΦΔ is high, it also
has the lowest εmax. Based on these properties, all atropisomers
should have very similar PDT efficacies. Table 1 also presents
LogPOW values obtained with a modification of the shake-flask
method. Interestingly, the higher lipophilicity of α4, revealed
with the addition of hexane to dichloromethane, is not
reflected in its LogPOW value. The observed high amphipaticity
of α4 defies classifications of “polarity” or “lipophilicity”.
Redaporfin Atropisomers Have Very Different Photo-

toxicities. Similar to the redaporfin mixture, individual
atropisomers do not show cytotoxicity in the dark, up to at
least 20 μM (Figure S9A). The same applies to P11
atropisomers (Figure S9B). Surprisingly, the phototoxicity of
isolated atropisomers may differ by orders of magnitude for the
same light dose (Figure 3). For example, 0.2 μM of α4 killed
50% of U-2 OS cells with a light dose of 0.2 J/cm2 at 740 nm,
whereas the phototoxicity of αβαβ with the same light dose
remained negligible at 2.5 μM. The same order of photo-
toxicity, α4 (high phototoxicity) > α3β > α2β2 > αβαβ (low
phototoxicity), was observed in all cancer cell lines investigated
in this work [human bone osteosarcoma (U-2 OS), mouse
mammary gland breast cancer (4T1), and mouse colon
carcinoma (CT26)].
Similar results were obtained with the P11 porphyrin

atropisomers (Figures 3D−F and S9C), although the light
dose which revealed differential phototoxicity in U-2 OS cells
(0.0125 J/cm2) had to be lower than for CT26 and 4T1 cells
(0.05 J/cm2). Of note, the viability of U-2 OS cells incubated
with 1 μM of the αβαβ P11 atropisomer decreased by >90%
after treatment with 0.05 J/cm2 (Figure S9C). This showed
that all atropisomers may be phototoxic, although this could
require widely different drug and light doses. The photo-
physical and photochemical properties of redaporfin atro-
pisomers cannot explain their differential phototoxicity;
however, their order of phototoxicity is the same as their
RP-HPLC retention times.
Redaporfin Atropisomers Differ in Their Ability to

Passively Diffuse across Cell Membranes. Intrigued by the
contrast between similar photochemical behavior and differ-
ential phototoxicity of redaporfin atropisomers, we investigated
cell uptake in detail. Fluorescence microscopy showed that α4
has a higher fluorescence intensity in U-2 OS cells after 24 h of
incubation, followed by α3β, α2β2, and finally by αβαβ (Figure
4A). The pattern of distribution is very similar to that reported

for redaporfin, suggesting tropism for the endoplasmic
reticulum and Golgi compartments.56,57 This was further
confirmed with P11 as all atropisomers demonstrated
fluorescence overlap with GFP-CALR expressed in the
endoplasmic reticulum and GFP-GALT1 expressed in the
Golgi compartment (Figure S10). The kinetics of cell uptake
were followed by flow cytometry at fixed incubation periods (2,
4, 8, 16, and 24 h) with the atropisomers (Figure 4B−G).
Uptake of all atropisomers increased over time, but their
relative intracellular concentrations were maintained: α4 > α3β
> α2β2 > αβαβ. After 24 h of incubation, 10- to 40-fold
increase of cellular internalization was attained for the α4
atropisomer when compared to the αβαβ counterpart. These
findings were confirmed using an alternative method based on
the lysis of cells, preincubated with the atropisomers for 24 h.
Measurement of redaporfin or P11 fluorescence from the
supernatant of cells confirmed the order of atropisomer
internalization (Figure S11).
The order of increasing cell uptake in Figure 4 is the same as

the order of phototoxicity in Figure 3. Moreover, U-2 OS cells
exhibited the highest levels of atropisomer internalization
(Figure 4B,E) and were the cells that also experienced the
greatest response to PDT (Figure 3A,D). Conversely, CT26
cells showed the lowest internalization of the atropisomers
(Figure 4D,G) and are more difficult to treat with PDT
(Figure 3C,F). These results convincingly show that the
phototoxicities of redaporfin and P11 atropisomers are directly
related to their cell uptake. Thus, differential phototoxicity of
atropisomers can be explained through understanding the
differential uptake of the atropisomers, specifically why α4 has
enhanced internalization by the cells relative to αβαβ.
Remarkably, the order of retention in RP-HPLC is the same
as the order of atropisomer cell uptake. For example, α4
demonstrated the highest affinity to the column as well as
enhanced internalization.
The lipophilicity of photosensitizers is widely accepted to

correlate with their ability to diffuse across cell membranes
and, consequently, to affect PDT efficacy.58−61 The higher
LogPOW of α3β and α4 might facilitate the interactions of these
atropisomers with cell membranes (Table 1) but do not
explain the superiority of α4 compared to α3β. Additionally,
α2β2 exhibited a higher uptake than αβαβ, although they have
similar LogPOW. Redaporfin and its α3β atropisomer have
similar uptakes (Figure S12 ), which can be explained,
considering that ∼50% of redaporfin is the α3β atropisomer.

Figure 5. Mechanism of atropisomer internalization in 4T1 cells. (A) P11 atropisomers (2.5 μM) incubated for 4 h at 4 °C or 37 °C or (B)
incubated for 2 h upon ATP depletion; bars indicate the mean ± SEM of 2 or 3 independent experiments. (C) Fluorescence of redaporfin
atropisomers (5 μM) after 20 min incubation with various concentrations of POPC liposomes; each point is mean ± SEM of 2 independent
experiments; statistical significance was evaluated using two-way ANOVA vs the α4 atropisomer, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001.
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Another factor that may interfere with the PDT efficacy of
weakly soluble tetrapyrrole photosensitizers is a tendency to
self-aggregate.62 Planar macrocycles aggregate via strong
interactions between adjacent π systems. Aggregated porphyrin
derivatives have lower absorbance, lower fluorescence, shorter
triplet lifetime, and lower singlet oxygen quantum yield. The
interaction with the cell membranes and the mechanisms of
cellular internalization are also different between aggregates
and monomers.63 Thus, self-aggregation of atropisomers may
impact their performance.60 We investigated P11 atropisomers
in water with 0.4% DMSO and observed that the absorbance
(Figure S13A) and emission (Figure S13B,C) spectra of all
atropisomers were similarly quenched and broadened when
compared to the molecules in pure DMSO. The fluorescence
in DMSO/water was shifted in the same proportion for all
atropisomers. In particular, the emission spectra of αβαβ and
α4 have similar bathochromic shifts (Figure S13C). This data
indicates that atropisomer self-aggregation cannot explain the
differences observed in cell uptake.
Next, we investigated the mechanism of atropisomer cellular

internalization to obtain a better insight into α4 enhanced
uptake and PDT efficacy. Cell uptake rates, which increase
dramatically with temperatures above 20 °C, are commonly
associated with active mechanisms of transport requiring
energy such as endocytosis.64 Endocytosis is precluded at 4
°C,65 and Figure 5A shows that α4 cell uptake was significantly
reduced but not entirely suppressed at 4 °C in comparison to
37 °C after 4 h of incubation. Passive permeation of the
membrane is also dependent on the temperature as octanol−
water partition coefficients are influenced by temperature.58

Therefore, to clarify whether α4 uptake was an active or passive
process, we conducted uptake studies with depletion of ATP
by means of 2-deoxy-D-glucose.58,66 Our results showed that
partial depletion of ATP (Figure S14A) had no significant
impact on the uptake of all P11 atropisomers (Figure 5B),
whereas, under the same conditions, inhibition of the
recombinant GFP cell uptake (known to be energy-depend-
ent)67 was observed (Figure S14B). Thus, passive diffusion of
the atropisomers and, in particular, of α4, along a concentration
gradient is the main mechanism responsible for the enhanced
cell internalization.

Liposomes are useful models to predict the interactions of
molecules with the cell membranes.60,68 We incubated
redaporfin atropisomers with increasing concentrations of 1-
palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) liposomes
in PBS and measured atropisomer fluorescence intensities
(Figure 5C) as an indicator of their interactions with
phospholipid bilayer membranes. A stronger interaction will
lead to more atropisomers present in the membrane where the
molecules can disaggregate and yield monomers, which emit
stronger fluorescence. The strong fluorescence of the α4
atropisomer with small quantities of liposomes demonstrates
that it strongly interacts with the membrane and disaggregates.
It is very improbable that the atropisomers move from the
bilayer membrane of the liposome to its aqueous compart-
ment. This is not the case in cell uptake where the atropisomer
may bind to lipophilic domains inside the cell and accumulate
there. The increased cell uptake of α4 can be understood on
the basis of a strong affinity to phospholipid bilayer
membranes, followed by fast crossing of the membrane and
accumulation in the interior of the cell. The low uptake of
αβαβ is clearly related to its weak interaction with lipidic
membranes, at least to form fluorescent monomers. The results
with low POPC concentrations are entirely consistent with the
observed cell uptake. At high POPC concentrations, the α3β
atropisomer eventually becomes the most fluorescent
atropisomer and the order of atropisomer incorporation in
liposomes follows their LogPOW values (Table 1). This is
consistent with an approach to bulk properties when large
POPC concentrations are present.
The interaction of photosensitizers with plasma proteins

may alter cellular internalization, for example, by inhibiting
passive diffusion and facilitating endocytic uptake. We
investigated the impact of bovine serum albumin (BSA),
high-density lipoprotein (HDL), and low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) on atropisomer cellular uptake to identify challenges in
the transfer from in vitro to in vivo studies. BSA and HDL (but
not LDL) indistinctly enhanced the level of uptake for all
atropisomers (Figure S15). Similar results have been described
for other photosensitizers. For instance, LDL impaired
porfimer sodium uptake, whereas BSA and HDL enhanced
the cellular internalization of temoporfin and WST1.69−72 Our
results show that the presence of these plasma proteins

Figure 6. Atropisomer micelle formulation cell internalization. (A) Cellular internalization of redaporfin atropisomers in vitro formulated in
Kolliphor EL assessed by flow cytometry after 24 h of incubation with 4T1 cells. Bars indicate mean ± SEM of 2 independent experiments; the
statistical significance was evaluated using two-way ANOVA vs the α4 atropisomer. (B) Phototoxicities of redaporfin atropisomers (formulated in
Kolliphor EL) in vitro upon illumination at 740 nm (0.2 J/cm2) after 24 h of incubation with 4T1 cells; statistical significance was evaluated using
two-way ANOVA vs the α4 atropisomer. (C) Level of internalization of α4 and αβαβ P11 atropisomers in single cell suspensions obtained from
CT26 tumors on female BALB/c at the indicated timepoints after i.v. administration, measured by flow cytometry; bars indicate the mean ± SEM
of 4−5 mice; the fluorescence signal from treated cells was normalized to the untreated cells. Significance level of the difference between the two
atropisomers was evaluated via unpaired t-test, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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introduces very minor changes in the pattern of membrane
interaction identified for redaporfin atropisomers.
Evaluated together, RP-HPLC retention times, differential

phototoxicity, interaction with small quantities of liposomes,
and cell uptake with the depletion of ATP indicate that
differential redaporfin atropisomer internalization by cells is
essentially a passive process and is strongly dependent on
individual interactions between the atropisomer configuration
and the phospholipid bilayer. Although redaporfin is a large
molecule, cell uptake of its α4 atropisomer is fast and efficient
in vitro. In view of the lack of specificity of plasma proteins in
cell uptake, varying atropisomer tumor uptake should also be
observed in vivo.
In Vivo Tumor Accumulation of Atropisomers. The

poor water solubility of redaporfin and P11 atropisomers
required the use of Kolliphor EL-based formulations. We
prepared a formulation similar to that in clinical use for
redaporfin (atropisomer mixture), although a slightly higher
Kolliphor EL content (0.5% v/v) was required for individual
atropisomers relative to the 0.2% (v/v) used for the redaporfin
mixture.73 The isolated atropisomers were more difficult to
solubilize than their mixture, probably because their crystal
packing forces were stronger. A further increase of Kolliphor
EL to 2% (v/v) was required to formulate P11 atropisomers as
the porphyrins showed lower solubility. Although the
Kolliphor EL content was different in these formulations,
dynamic light scattering revealed that the micelles had similar
relative sizes, ranging from 13 to 25 nm (Table S7). Studies of
cellular internalization and phototoxicity conducted with
redaporfin atropisomers formulated in Kolliphor EL main-
tained the differential uptake and phototoxicity profile
previously described for the unformulated atropisomeric
forms (Figure 6A,B). This suggests that the atropisomers are
close to the surface of the micelles. The polar sulfonamide
groups of α4 are most likely orientated toward the micelle
exterior, meaning that the interaction of the polar sulfonamide
groups with the outer polar heads of the phospholipids of the
cell’s membrane is facilitated.
The differential accumulation of P11 atropisomers in vivo

was studied following intravenous (i.v.) administration of the
2% (v/v) Kolliphor EL formulation in mice bearing CT26
subcutaneous tumors. P11 was studied as the uptake profile
may be considered analogous, and bacteriochlorin atro-
pisomers were maintained for therapeutic studies. This was
followed, after appropriate times, by tumor excision and
preparation of single cell suspensions which were submitted to
P11 fluorescence detection by flow cytometry. We selected α4

and αβαβ atropisomers for this comparison in view of their
differences in vitro. The highest signal for both atropisomers
was observed 24 h post-administration, although significant
internalization was still detected at 72 h (Figure 6C). The
internalization of α4 by the tumor cells was over a factor of 2
higher than the internalization of αβαβ. These observations are
aligned with the results previously obtained in vitro, thus
confirming the superiority of α4 to penetrate across the cell
membranes. The orientation of the aryl sulfonamide groups
present in these conformers has significant implications in
tumor cell uptake in vitro and in vivo. Next, we evaluated the
therapeutic significance of differential cell uptake.
Impact of Differential Atropisomer Tumor Uptake on

PDT Efficacy. PDT is well suited to evaluate the impact of
differential atropisomer uptake by tumor cells because the
drug-to-light interval (DLI) between the administration of the
photosensitizer and the illumination of the target tissue
determines whether the therapeutic effect results from ROS
outside the cells (short DLI) or inside the cells (long DLI). At
DLI = 15 min, the photosensitizer is activated in the
vasculature, and this therapeutic approach is known as
vascular-PDT.74 However, using DLI = 24 h, the photo-
sensitizer has time to be internalized by tumor cells, and this
approach is named cellular-PDT.59 In view of the data
presented above, we do not expect an effect of differential
atropisomer uptake in vascular-PDT, but, in cellular-PDT, α4
should prove superior and αβαβ inferior to the other
atropisomers.
Preliminary screening of drug and light doses to be used

with DLI = 24 h led to the combination of 0.35 mg/kg of the
α4 redaporfin atropisomer with a light dose of 60 J/cm2 to treat
BALB/c female mice with subcutaneous CT26 tumors with a
minimum diameter of 5 mm on the day of treatment. Higher
drug doses were associated with lethality cases within 3 days of
treatment. This combination was then applied with all
atropisomers (Figures 7A−C and S16). Mice treated with
the α4 atropisomer showed the highest edema with undefined
tumor boarders. 24 h post-treatment tumor necrosis was
visible. No changes relative to the control (Crtl) group were
observed with the αβαβ atropisomer, while α2β2- and α3β-
induced moderate edema and necrosis were present within the
boundaries of the tumor 24−48 h post-PDT (Figure S16). The
largest differences in the ability of atropisomers to control
tumor growth were observed in the first 5 days post-treatment
(Figure 7A,B). Although CT26 tumors regrew after cellular-
PDT, overall survival times exhibited statistically significant
differences. PDT with α4 and α3β atropisomers increased the

Figure 7. Cellular-PDT (DLI = 24 h) of female BALB/c mice bearing CT26 tumors with 0.35 mg/kg redaporfin atropisomers and 60 J/cm2 at 750
nm. (A) Tumor volume represented as mean ± SEM 5 days post-PDT, which corresponds to the time interval where no mouse reached the
humane endpoint; significance level vs the α4 atropisomer was evaluated by two-way ANOVA. (B) Tumor volume for each individual mouse until
the humane endpoint was reached. (C) Survival curves for treatment groups with 6−7 mice. The significance level between the different treated
groups was evaluated by Log-rank (Mantel−Cox) test vs Ctrl (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001) or α4 (# p < 0.001).
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median survival to 15 days in comparison to the slightly lower
improvement mediated by α2β2 (13.5 days). In contrast, no
improvement of the overall median survival was attained with
the αβαβ (8 days) compared to that with the Ctrl group (8.5
days). Comparison of PDT efficacy for each individual
atropisomer with the Ctrl group revealed the largest statistical
significance for α4 (p = 0.0002) which was in contrast to the
αβαβ atropisomer (p = 0.8549). The p values of 0.0028 and
0.0017 were obtained for α3β and α2β2, respectively (Figure
7C). These results indicate that the orientation of aryl
sulfonamide substituents in redaporfin atropisomers changes
their internalization by cells of the tumor microenvironment
and, consequently, alters cellular-PDT efficacy. Improved
internalization and phototoxicity of the α4 conformer were
also observed in HaCat keratinocytes (Figure S17), which are
the most abundant cell type in the skin epidermis. However,
experiments carried out with a solar simulator demonstrated
that the unspecific internalization of α4 by normal skin cells
was not associated with significantly exacerbated skin photo-
sensitivity when compared to the redaporfin mixture (Figure
S18). Notably, 7 days after i.v. administration of a therapeutic
dose of α4, 30 min exposure of depilated mice to a solar
simulator equivalent to direct solar irradiation at noon in the
US and Southern Europe did not elicit any measurable skin
reaction.
Vascular-PDT of CT26 tumors with redaporfin shows much

higher efficacy than cellular-PDT,45,46 and the clinical
translation of redaporfin for the treatment of advanced head
and neck cancer employs vascular-PDT.21 However, related,
more lipophilic, photosensitizers demonstrate enhanced
efficiency in cellular-PDT protocols.59 Vascular-PDT produces
a strong and selective destruction of the tumor blood vessels
and is associated with extensive edema and necrosis.45 In
comparison, cellular-PDT facilitates optimal distribution of the
compound in cellular compartments with therapeutic outcome

dependent on photosensitizer cellular localization.26 Screening
of vascular-PDT in female BALB/c mice bearing implanted
CT26 tumors with the α4 atropisomer, using DLI = 15 min, led
to the combination of 0.45 mg/kg with 40 J/cm2 to obtain
cures without significant lethality. This protocol was then
applied to all atropisomers. Although conditions appeared safe
when tested with a small number of mice (n = 3), vascular-
PDT with α4 and α3β displayed lethality within the first 72 h of
treatment, with the death of one animal from each group
(included in the Kaplan−Meier analysis, Figure 8A). Cures
(between 60 and 100%) were observed in all treatment groups.
Tumors regrew in two animals of the αβαβ and α4 groups. As
anticipated, the overall impact of atropisomeric configuration
on vascular-PDT efficacy was not statistically significant
(Figure 8A,B). To confirm this result in the absence of
lethality, male BALB/c mice bearing CT26 tumors were
treated under the same conditions using αβαβ and α4
atropisomers (Figure 8C,D). The higher weight of male
BALB/c improved the tolerance to PDT when the same size
tumors and drug and light doses were employed. We obtained
100% cures with male mice treated with α4, while one mouse
from the αβαβ group experienced tumor regrowth. This
difference between α4 and αβαβ groups was not statistically
significant. Our vascular-PDT data confirm that the similarity
of the photophysical and photochemical properties of the
different atropisomers leads to similar therapeutic outcomes
when the cellular uptake is not relevant. Combined with
cellular-PDT, our results reveal the critical importance of
enabling large molecules to attain their targets within cells.
Vascular-PDT with redaporfin triggers anti-tumor immunity

with immunological memory.45−47 We evaluated the immuno-
logical memory of mice (both female and male) cured with
vascular-PDT using isolated atropisomers, from the experi-
ments described above, by re-challenging the cured mice with
CT26 cells 6 weeks post-PDT. Significant tumor rejections

Figure 8. Vascular-PDT (DLI = 15 min) of BALB/c mice bearing CT26 tumors with 0.45 mg/kg redaporfin atropisomers and 40 J/cm2 at 750 nm.
(A) Survival curves for treatment groups with 6−8 female mice. (B) Tumor volume for each individual female mouse until the endpoint was
reached. (C) Survival curves for treatment groups with 6 male mice. (D) Tumor volume for each individual male mouse until the endpoint was
reached. The significance level between the different treated groups was evaluated by Log-rank (Mantel−Cox) test vs Ctrl (* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01,
and *** p < 0.001) or α4 (## p < 0.01 and ### p < 0.001).
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were observed for all atropisomers without major differences
between them (Figure S19). Immune response after vascular-
PDT is not atropisomer-specific.
Implications for Cell Uptake of Macromolecules. One

of the foundations of medicinal chemistry is that the strength
of intermolecular interactions dictates the affinity of a drug to
its target.75,76 Atropisomers may show differential target
selectivity because stable conformers could have different
steric, hydrophobic, electrostatic, and H-bonding interactions
with their targets. However, the pharmacological action of
PDT is mediated by ROS, and these species are generated in a
loose interaction between a photosensitizer molecule and
molecular oxygen. Therefore, all atropisomers of a given
photosensitizer are expected to have similar interactions with
O2, as shown in Table 1 for redaporfin atropisomers, and to
have similar PDT efficacies. This is not the case when
atropisomerism changes cell uptake and intracellular local-
ization. Indeed, the first report on the photosensitizing ability
of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(o-acetamidophenyl)porphyrin atro-
pisomers did not identify differences between atropisomers;37

such differences became more evident later with more
lipophilic 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(o-propionamidophenyl)-
porphyrin atropisomers.33 The photosensitizing abilities of
the atropisomers of these “picket fence” porphyrins were
correlated with their retention in silica gel, α4 > α3β > α2β2 >
αβαβ, which was confirmed by this work, but the data were
interpreted in terms of propensity for monomeric solubility in
aqueous solution rather than on the basis of molecular
topology.33

Various aspects of the properties of redaporfin atropisomers
disclosed in this work are unexpected and support a new
rationale to design the cellular uptake of large molecules.
Specifically, redaporfin atropisomers show (i) the same order
of retention times in silica gel and in RP-HPLC, α4 > α3β >
α2β2 > αβαβ, a paradoxical result; (ii) that the order of
LogPOW values, α3β > α4 > α2β2 ≈ αβαβ, correlates with the
order of monomeric solubilization at large POPC concen-
trations and is a measure of lipophilicity; (iii) that the addition
of hexane to a dichloromethane solution of atropisomers
increases the fraction of α4 in the less polar solvent mixture,
which is a different measure of lipophilicity; and (iv) that
atropisomer monomeric fluorescence at small POPC concen-
trations follows the order of cellular uptake, α4 > α3β > α2β2 >
αβαβ. These results show that the four polar sulfonamide
groups on the same side of the macrocycle do not cause α4 to
be the most polar atropisomer, as intuitively expected.
Additionally, the higher solubility of α4 in less polar solvent
mixtures is not a simple display of lipophilicity. The differential
solvation on the two sides of the macrocycle enhances the α4
cell uptake in vivo and in vitro. Indeed, (i) the order of cellular
uptake, α4 > α3β > α2β2 > αβαβ, is the same as the order of in
vitro phototoxicity; (ii) depletion of ATP or the presence of
plasma proteins has minimal effect on the cellular uptake; (iii)
tumor uptake in vivo is larger for α4 than for αβαβ; and (iv)
atropisomers with a higher cell uptake have enhanced
photodynamic effect in cellular-PDT but not in vascular-
PDT. Our results are consistent with cell uptake predom-
inantly by passive diffusion through the cell membrane, which
is much more efficient for the α4 atropisomer and explains its
higher phototoxicity in vitro and in cellular-PDT.
The best description for α4 is that it is the most amphipathic

atropisomer and is prone to locate at the interface between
polar and lipophilic domains. This is consistent with the

interfacial orientation adopted in micelles by α4 atropisomers
of short-chain picket-fence porphyrins, where the hydrophilic
side chains point to the surrounding aqueous environment,
whereas the porphyrin core is somewhat buried in the
hydrophobic center.77,78 Moreover, the X-ray structure of α4
P11 reveals a saddle deformation of its macrocycle, possibly
driven by steric interactions between the polar groups, and a
preference for a three-dimensional hydrogen-bonded network
with disordered acetonitrile (solvate) molecules. This suggests
that the energy penalty for desolvation in the transition
between aqueous media to membranes is lower for α4 than for
the other atropisomers.
Our data uncovers the importance of spatial orientation of

aryl methylsufonamide groups in the cellular uptake of large
molecules. The topology of α4 points 8 H-bond acceptors and
4 H-bond donors to the same side of the macrocycle and
facilitates hydrogen bonding with the silanol groups on the
silica surface or with the phosphate groups of membrane
phospholipids. However, the lipophilicity of α4 causes higher
retentions in RP-HPLC and facilitates monomeric solubiliza-
tion in membranes (Figure S20A). This suggests a cell uptake
mechanism where H-bonding promotes the transfer of α4 from
water:DMSO 99.96:0.04 (or from 2% (v/v) Kolliphor EL
micelles or plasma proteins) to the surface of membranes;
then, α4 flips to accommodate its lipophilic moiety inside the
membrane and eventually finds its way to the interior of the
cell. This bind-flip mechanism of cell uptake is made possible
by amphipathicity and facilitated desolvation (Figure S20B).
The topology of aryl methylsulfonamides in α4 is a cell-
penetrating motif for large molecules.
It is interesting to compare the topology of α4 with that of

cyclosporine (MW = 1203 Da), which is a rare example of a
large molecule that efficiently crosses cell membranes by
passive diffusion.79 Nα-Methylation of the cyclosporine back-
bone amides reduces the number of H-bond donors to 5 and
intramolecular H-bonding lowers its desolvation energy.
Cyclosporine is in an “open” conformation in aqueous
solutions, which allows amides to interact with cell membranes
via hydrogen bonds. However, it changes to a “closed”
conformation in the lipid bilayer, making use of intramolecular
hydrogen bonding to decrease its polarity.79,80 The α4
atropisomer redaporfin also offers favorable H-bonding with
the cell surface and uses amphipathicity to flip the macro-
molecule into the cell membrane at a lower desolvation energy
cost.
The activation of a drug with light is an intrinsic property of

PDT which allows for the study of pharmacodynamics with
spatiotemporal control. We studied the pharmacodynamics of
atropisomers before they had time to be internalized by cells
(vascular-PDT) and after cellular uptake (cellular-PDT).
Redaporfin atropisomers exhibited differential pharmacody-
namics in cellular-PDT, providing evidence that a specific
topology of aryl methylsufonamide substituents can work as a
cell-penetrating motif in vivo. The implications of this finding
for the design of macromolecule cytosolic delivery should not
obscure the remarkable achievement of 100% cures of BALB/c
mice with subcutaneous tumors in one single vascular-PDT
treatment.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we show that atropisomers of meso-tetraarylpor-
phyrin derivatives with fluorine atoms in the ortho positions of
the aryl rings and a sulfonamide group in the meta position are
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separable by flash chromatography and very stable at room
temperature. The rotamer with four sulfonamide groups on the
same side of the macrocycle, that is, the α4 atropisomer, has
enhanced ability to access the cellular membrane and diffuse to
the cytosol. Efficient cytosolic delivery by passive diffusion of
molecules as large as redaporfin is rare and substantial increase
of such delivery by rotation of C−C single bonds is entirely
unexpected. The α4 atropisomer exhibits surfactant properties,
in which the macrocycle is likely orientated toward lipophilic
domains and the arylsulfonamides exposed to the polar
environment. This favors H-binding of the four sulfonamide
groups with sulfates and carboxylates of the cell membrane.
The enhanced amphipathic character of the α4 atropisomer
offers the opportunity for a flip of its lipophilic side to the
interior of the membrane with lower desolvation costs than the
other atropisomers. Most importantly, the seamless α4 cell
internalization observed in vitro could be transferred to an
animal model relevant in oncology. Vascular-PDT with
separated redaporfin atropisomers achieved 100% cure rates
in tumor-bearing animal models. The differential pharmacody-
namics of redaporfin atropisomers are a new example of the
far-reaching consequences of atropisomerism in biological
activity and drug action. They suggest a new design of cell-
penetrating motifs which demonstrate impact in vivo.
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